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One IOTA of Countless Legions:
A Next-Generation Botnet Premises Design

Substrated on Blockchain and Internet of Things
Haoyu Gao , Leixiao Li, Hong Lei , Ning Tian, Hao Lin , and Jianxiong Wan

Abstract—Although botnet had been at the top of the list of
main threats to the cyber world for an extended period of time,
its harmfulness has been constrained nowadays due to the devel-
opment of kaleidoscopic network security enforcing tools and
people’s increasing awareness. And the underlying technology of
the botnet has been stagnant ascribing to many drawbacks such
as inadequate protection of the identity of the Botmaster and
weak resilience of the botnet’s infrastructure. In this article, we
first introduce a new classification of the botnet based on botnets’
underlying network, then briefly analyze the main flaws of the
traditional botnet and some looming Blockchain-based botnets,
with pros and cons of leveraging Blockchain to construct botnets.
Furthermore, we propose one IOTA of countless legions (OICL),
a newfangled versatile botnet infrastructure that overcomes the
bottlenecks that other contemporaries cannot eliminate. It lever-
ages Blockchain, also known as distributed ledger technology
(DLT), to be its premises and uses many advantages of it without
paying too many tradeoffs. Also, we invent a whole set of commu-
nication protocols for OICL and a novel scheme called Proof of
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Honest (PoH) to identify the espionage infiltrated into the botnet
to further promote the robustness. In addition, we discover and
propose a mechanism called collateral damage binding (CDB),
which proves that the botnet has it such as OICL is far more
robust than those who do not. Performance evaluations show
that OICL is effective, more cost-saving, and fast-responding
compared with the Bitcoin-based botnets as baselines.

Index Terms—Blockchain, botnet, cyber security, distributed
ledger technology (DLT), IoT.

I. INTRODUCTION

BOTNET, rendered as a relentless threat to the digital
world, is like a ghost that changes in form or shape but

never dissipates. Since the first Internet relay chatting (IRC)-
based botnet emerged in 1993, it has become a dangerous
threat that is difficult to detect and dismantle [1] from time
to time. The botnet is a network of compromised machines,
individually referred to as bots or zombies, and controlled
remotely by a malicious entity known as the Botmaster. For
decades, the most everlasting characteristic of the botnet is
its large scale, i.e., the number of victims can reach up to or
more than 10 000 [2], such as Srizbi [3], Shamoon [4], Kraken
[5], Zeus [6] [7], Retadup [8], [9], etc. Thereafter, added with
new features of specialization and fine-grained control, bot-
nets are evolving and tailored continuously to fit the advanced
persistent threat (APT) [10], a stealthy threat actor, typically
a nation-state or state-sponsored group, which gains unautho-
rized access to a computer network and remains undetected
for an extended period.

What is more, the wide use of IoT makes things worse
[11], [12]. Mirai [13], [14], an IoT-focused malware, by
exploiting a list of default usernames and passwords, which
most users never change, had been able to infect hundreds of
thousands of connected devices, from smart energy meters to
home CCTV cameras and connected baby monitors (after its
author identified and arrested, it soon crumbled). Although the
application scenarios and the technologies for implementing
botnets keep changing, the underlying command and con-
trol (C&C) structure, which is a channel of communication
maintained by the Botmaster to dispatch instructions toward
the compromised network [15], can be considered relatively
as a fixture. According to the topology of C&C structure,
botnets can be classified into three types: 1) centralized;
2) decentralized; and 3) hybrid [16].

1) Centralized Structure: From the perspective of topology,
destroying the centralized botnets is pretty easy since
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once the main C&C server gets offline, the traffic of the
whole botnet will be locked.

2) Decentralized Structure: Compared with the centralized
botnets, decentralized ones, typically those adopting P2P
as a basic communication protocol, have more sturdi-
ness against tearing down because their C&Cs are more
or less distributed among all the participating nodes, in
other words, the bots per se can be considered as C&C.
Due to the fact that there is no central server to be the
coordinator to synchronize actions, in order to join and
keep pace with the swarm, a P2P bot needs to sustain
a list of its neighbors to stay connected with the bot-
net. This list is called the neighbor list (NL). Thus, the
dependence on NL is the Achilles’ Heel of decentralized
botnets. In addition, botnets of these kinds are nearly
impotent in finding the spying nodes accurately (techni-
cally, spying nodes are sensors/honeypots deployed by
security or government agencies to probe the intelli-
gence of the botnet). There are some mitigations that
aim the NL as the target for sabotaging the botnet. By
injecting spies into the botnet and collecting as much
intelligence of the botnet as possible, security agencies
can commit multiple attacking methods leveraging the
NL to undermine the decentralized botnet, such as NL
poisoning/polluting [17], sink-holing, and Sybil/eclipse
attacks [18], [19], [20].

3) Hybrid Structure: A botnet of this sort combines P2P and
centralized for the purpose of obtaining the benefits of
both, however, it typically suffers the weakness of both.

Apart from topology-oriented classification, we introduce
another taxonomy that divides botnets into two types depend-
ing on whether they rely on the underlying network: the
autarky botnet and the parasite botnet. Autarky means that
the entire botnet infrastructure is completely implemented by
its author, including designing the communication protocols,
constructing the C&C channels, and starting C&C servers and
domain names. Comparatively, the parasite botnet constructs
its C&C channel directly based on existing digital services
(typically public ones), such as Skype [21], social media [22],
and even a legal website [23]. We argue and prove that the
parasite botnet has more resilience than the autarky ones by
proposing a concept, the collateral damage binding (CDB),
to roughly quantify the extent of parasitism. In short, if the
security agencies desire to destroy the parasitic botnet, huge
collateral damages to the host will be entailed such as harming
benign users and disrupting normal transactions. Intuitively, to
destroy a botnet of this kind, the only available options are let-
ting security agencies detain the Botmaster hidden behind or
requiring the host to clear the botnet.

Conclusively, the essential countermeasures against botnets
can be generalized to: 1) destroying the bulk of it; 2) jamming
the network traffic of it; and 3) capturing the Botmaster who
owns it.

So, if a botnet is able to survive the three mitigations
above-mentioned and endure to exist, it can be considered
to have strong resilience. Apparently, the traditional central-
ized (varieties of DNS/Telnet botnet) and decentralized P2P)
botnet can hardly survive all three countermeasures. But the
emergence of Blockchain technology [interchangeable with

distributed ledger technology (DLT)] and the development
of IoT technology may shed light on the retaliation for the
three seemingly mighty mitigations since Blockchain offers a
strong autonomous working mode to protect its participants’
identity [24] and it has innate resistance against Single Point
of Failure (SPoF). And if properly designed, the pervasive
IoT devices can be leveraged to be botnet maintainers and
contribute a lot in keeping on the go of it. Thus, a couple
of cutting-edge researches attempt to harness the power of
Blockchain to enhance the botnet by synthesizing the botnet
with it to derive the capabilities to resist the mitigations afore-
mentioned. However, due to the fact that doing things on most
of the public blockchains can rarely be cost-effective, thereby,
deploying a hyper-scale botnet with these proposals is more
or less infeasible in practice.

In this article, we conduct a brief analysis of the main
drawbacks of both the traditional botnet and Blockchain-based
ones. And in the view of the attacker, based on our previous
researches [25], [26], we find that these disadvantages can be
eliminated and the resilience could be strengthened by IOCL,
a novel botnet infrastructure we propose. We finally discuss
probable mitigations against this new kind of botnet. The one
IOTA of countless legions (OICL) we propose has advantages.

1) Blockchain-Boosted: It leverages a new DLT implemen-
tation, the IOTA, to be its premises deriving all the
advantages that Blockchain has.

2) Cost-Saving and Low-Latency: The OICL overcomes the
main bottlenecks, namely, the cost and latency, that other
Blockchain-based botnets have.

3) Massive-Maintainers: With the aid of IOTA’s Tangle, it
recruits benign IoT devices as its maintainers.

4) NL-Eradication: It eliminates the dependence on NL that
traditional decentralized botnet suffers.

5) Versatility: It can be put into use for two typical scenar-
ios of a botnet, one-way communication for Distributed
Denial of Service (DDoS) and bidirectional communi-
cation for remote control.

6) Identification Friend or Foe (IFF): We integrate an
advanced IFF mechanism, the Proof of Honest (PoH),
with the OICL to accurately identify the espionage nodes
within the botnet.

7) Strong Resilience: The OICL binds the collateral damage
with the DLT as enforcement to promote its resilience.

The remaining sections of this article are organized as
follows. Section II presents a botnet chronicle to introduce
researches on the traditional botnet and some Blockchain-
based botnets are briefly discussed. In order to explain why we
utilize IOTA’s Tangle as the infrastructure of OICL, Section III
outlines some preliminaries of it to demonstrate its advantages
over other DLTs. Section IV presents the extensive model
design of OICL, including its communication protocols, C&C
premises, and a novel polygraph mechanism, the PoH, detect-
ing espionage inside the OICL and promoting the OICL’s
robustness. The effectiveness and performance of the OICL are
shown and evaluated through experiments in Section V. The
security analysis is discussed in Section VI. Section VII sheds
light on possible measures to further strengthen the OICL
and mitigations against it. Finally, Section VIII concludes this
article.
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Fig. 1. Chronicle of botnet.

TABLE I
TRADITIONAL BOTNETS AND THEIR FRAILTIES

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Traditional Botnets—Now and Then

In retrospect, dating back to the 1990s, the pioneers of
botnet using IRC, which was envisioned in 1988 and was a
popular chatting tool among hackers at that time, as their C&C
channel, such as Sub7 and Pretty Park [27]. Their succes-
sor, GTBot [28], came into known in the year 2000 and was
the first to integrate DDoS ability into its design. In 2002,
Slapper, seen as the pathfinder of P2P decentralized botnet,
improved the robustness and efficiency of the P2P networking
capabilities of its ancestor’s, Apache Scalper [29]. And it was
wormable to infect more computers. The domain generation
algorithm (DGA) was leveraged by an infamous botnet, Srizbi,
spread among 450 000 computers, sited in 2007, to make it
difficult for law enforcement to effectively eliminate it. The
emergence of a botnet that aims IoT devices as its target
appeared in 2016, and its name was derived from a Japanese
word, Mirai (which means future) [13], accurately grasping the
trend of IoT and its weakness in security. Later, as a wormable
ransomware, WannaCry was spread across the world to extort
bitcoin from the victims by ciphering their files. Other records
of botnets and their protocol as well as their topologies and
channels are depicted in Fig. 1 as a chronicle.

All the entries in the chronicle are tagged as traditional
botnets, since “traditional botnet” means that their frailties
are obvious such that the identity of Botmaster is under lit-
tle protection, and in addition, their resilience is not strong
enough to resist destruction. What is more, they are not quali-
fied enough for all the hacking scenarios that require multiple
functions, such as confidential data stealing, file uploading,
spam, screenshot, video and audio recording, click fraud,
advertising, DDoS, remote control and access, and command
execution. According to their topologies, they can be classified
into two sorts: 1) centralized and 2) decentralized. Almost all
the DGA/DNS botnets are centralized and they are subject to

SPoF. Conversely, although P2P botnets can tolerate SPoF at a
certain degree since they are decentralized, the NL still made
it Achilles’ Heel since once the NL is poisoned, the nodes will
be at risk of losing contact with the Botmaster. The frailties
of the traditional botnet are concluded in Table I.

B. Blockchain-Based Botnets—The Pros and Cons

Although there are some emerging researches [30], [31],
[32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37] on leveraging DLT to construct
certain components of the botnet, they are all subject to some
obvious flaws such like great cost, long latency in communi-
cation, and decreased performance on large file transmission
[25] and they are not full-function botnet framework in that
mutual communication channels are not all implemented [38].
However, these researchers do demonstrate the advantage of
utilizing DLT as the infrastructure of the botnet in that DLT
provides strong anonymity, anti-audit, and stealthiness, making
tracing the Botmaster behind these DLT-based botnets almost
intractable.

III. PRELIMINARY

We leverage IOTA’s Tangle1 to build OICL’s infrastructure.
Instead of a chain structure, IOTA’s Tangle uses a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) as the structure of its ledger. Compared
with other public DLTs, it has some peculiarities [40], [41]
listed below.

1) Highly Scalable: IOTA’s Tangle uses a DAG data struc-
ture allowing transactions to be added in parallel, unlike
those chain-structured DLTs.

2) Low Computational Resource Requirements: Designed
for IoT devices, such as sensors, to participate in a low-
energy network.

1After some updatings and patchings [39], IOTA has become more robust
than its earlier versions.
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF IOTA’S TANGLE AND OTHER DLTS IN THE USE CASE OF BOTNET

3) Zero-Fee Transactions: Unlike other public DLTs,
IOTA’s Tangle has no transaction fees, no matter how
large the transaction is.

4) Fast Transaction Confirmation: IOTA transactions are
confirmed within seconds.

These advantages make IOTA’s Tangle an outstanding
groundwork for designing and instantiating our proposal.

Furthermore, IOTA’s Tangle has another unique trait that
all the other DLTs do not have, the Snapshot. A Snapshot
is done to prevent the Tangle from expanding too much in
size. Snapshotting saves all the balances while removing the
history and data, including messages, of all the transactions.
The address with balances will act like a new address, and no
previous history or data will be attached. Compared with other
DLTs, the difficulty of digital crime forensics in IOTA’s Tangle
is greater than it is in others since the botnet’s traffic will not
be stored permanently on the full node while unlike other
public DLTs such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, IOTA’s Tangle
doesn’t keep transaction data permanently. Thereby, it has a
stronger ability for anti-forensic than other public DLTs do
when applied in a botnet since the botnet’s traffic will not be
stored permanently on it. The features that are compared for
the scenario of applying botnet of the DLTs are rendered in
Table II. Although there is no evidence that a botnet using
EOS as its infrastructure was put into use neither in research
nor wild at the time of writing this article, we still compare it
with others for the sake of possibility. Due to the fact that the
participants who have sovereignty to mine new blocks in EOS
Blockchain are monopolized by 21 super nodes, the resistance
of SPoF in EOS is not as firm as in its contemporaries.

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. Forgery of the Cornerstones of the OICL’s
Communication Protocol

The communication protocol for the construction of the
C&C of the OICL is mainly composed of three channels with
different privileges designed to preserve the security and pri-
vacy of OICL’s traffic. They are the bootstrap channel (BC),
the upstream channel (UC), and the specialty commands dis-
patch channel (SCDC). The basic communicating unit of the
three channels is a transaction (equivalent to a TCP packet in
TCP). The UC and BC are implemented by masked authen-
ticated messaging (MAM), whose fundamental constitution
is transactions as well, but customized ones. The SCDC is
built on raw transactions. By leveraging IOTA’s full nodes as
communication brokers, the OICL’s traffics are relayed, mak-
ing them difficult to trace. Thereby, when a transaction with

Fig. 2. Relationship between an OICL’s botnet transaction and other normal
transactions in a Bundle.

Fig. 3. OICL’s Bundle mixed with normal Bundles as a new tip in the DLT’s
DAG structure.

commands dispatched by a Botmaster is received by a bot, it
has been relayed and propagated by the whole DLT’s network.

1) Transaction: Initially, some relevant elements of the
transaction need to be tweaked for the OICL’s protocol. In
OICL, the elements of a transaction we use are: the Addresses
of transaction’s sender and recipient, Value to send, Tag and
BundleHash of the transaction, the Index of the transaction
in the Bundle,2 Nonce used for DDoS protection, Message
used for sending user-defined data, and the Trunk and Branch
parameters referencing to those transactions in another two
bundles in the Tangle [42]. Among these elements, the Tag
and Message parameters are requisitioned for OICL’s commu-
nication protocol. Fig. 2 depicts the components of an OICL’s
transaction and its relationship with other normal transactions
in a Bundle is depicted in Fig. 2

As Fig. 2 shows, our OICL’s transaction is packed with
other normal transactions altogether into a Bundle. The Bundle
that carries OICL’s traffic is sent to the full nodes of the DLT
and blended with other normal Bundles, as shown in Fig. 3.

As Fig. 3 shows, the orange Bundle that has OICL’s trans-
actions is sent and joined with other normal Bundles in IOTA’s
Tangle, forming a DAG structure.

2) Masked Authenticated Massaging: Among these ele-
ments, Message is used to implement the MAM, which is
the infrastructure of the BC and UC channels. In OICL,

2A Bundle in IOTA is equivalent to a block in other public DLTs.
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Fig. 4. Chain structure and components of the public MAM.

Fig. 5. Chain structure and components of the private MAM.

there are two roles for MAM. One is the owner, as the data
publisher, and the viewer, who subscribes to the owner via
MAM. Thereby, MAM works like a one-way tunnel where
the owner puts data into it on one side and subscribers receive
them on the other side of it. This ownership is implemented
and secured by the Seed [43], which can be, for simplicity,
considered as private keys. Only the Seed’s owner can publish
data to the channel.

In OICL, the MAM has two privileges.
1) Public: Everyone who has the channel root which is the

same as the first address to the message chain attached
to can view the content within, and the masked message
is decrypted using root. The chain structure and details
of public MAM are shown in Fig. 4.

2) Private: Only the Seed owner can access, and the
masked message is decrypted using root. MAM’s
address on Tangle is the hash of the root, thus mak-
ing it impossible to decrypt the masked messages since
there is no feasible way to derive the root from its hash.
Thus, the secrecy of messages is guaranteed provided
that the Seed is held confidential. The chain structure
and details of private MAM are shown in Fig. 5.

The parameter, root (or the hash of the root), which works
as a message identifier, is given to viewers so as to find mes-
sages from Tangle. Although MAM works like a tunnel or
chatting room, its basics are still transactions. As a common
sense on DLT, once an address sends a transaction, it becomes
public and everyone is able to query its history of activity on
the chain. As a result, if the adversary keeps an eye on a
certain address, he can obtain those patterns that compromise
the stealth of the botnet. For example, if an entity in our bot-
net wants to post data every 15 min, without MAM, it has
to post every message to the same address. Because any dis-
tributed ledger including the Tangle is publicly accessible, it
is easy for adversaries to identify such an address that updates
every 15 min. Fortunately, MAM posts messages to different
addresses with verbose information connecting them, forming
a message chain. As seen from Figs. 4 and 5, on the message

Fig. 6. OICL’s MAM payload and its main components.

chain, from one generation to the next generation, the older
message always leads to newer ones, namely, the predecessor
and successor in the MAM. The Message parameter of a trans-
action is redefined as signature message fragment (SMF) and
used as a MAM’s payload, whose constitutions are depicted in
Fig. 6. Seen from Figs. 4 and 5, the message and other parts
are ciphered by Root or Sidekey, depending on what privilege
the MAM owner adopts.

As Fig. 6 shows, after all these widgets of SMF are set, the
transaction that has the MAM’s payload will be treated as a
normal transaction and propagated to the DLT’s network.

B. Network Topology and the Communication Protocol of
the OICL

The most important component of a botnet is its C&C. Our
proposed OICL’s communication C&C combines the advan-
tages of existing DNS botnets and P2P botnets and eliminates
their drawbacks. Contrary to the ordinary DNS botnets, in our
system bots do not need to contact any controlling server. In
addition, unlike the P2P botnet that needs to maintain an NL,
in our architecture, participants connecting to full nodes (typ-
ically IoT gateways), are independent of each other such that
one is unaware of the existence of its neighbors.

1) Overview: The overview of the topology of our proposal
is depicted in Fig. 7. Bots in our system communicate indi-
rectly with Botmaster via either Hornet [44] node or Bee [45]
node (which are called the full nodes) that usually runs on IoT
gateways that communicate via the Gossip protocol. Also, as
shown in Fig. 7 there are many IoT devices and other applica-
tions like wallets connecting to the full nodes via the Tangle’s
communication API.

The set of dedicated channels shown in Table III is designed
for robust and fully functional communications between bots
and Botmaster with different privileges. The public BC can
be only used by Botmaster to broadcast launching instructions
(LIs) to each node, including those belonging to the attacker,
with full node information and basic commands. After receiv-
ing the LI, a connection is established between the bot and
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TABLE III
THREE CHANNELS OF THE OICL AND THEIR TRAITS

Fig. 7. Topology of OICL.

Fig. 8. Three channels of OICL’s C&C.

a selected full node. Thereafter, the bot and Botmaster can
exchange data through the private UC and SCDC. All channels
are under the protection of CDB. In contrast, spam protection
(SP) is only applied to BC since UC and SCDC are not visi-
ble to the adversary, thus making them unable to be DDoSed.
Logically, all channels in Fig. 8 connect Botmaster with bots
directly, whereas in practice these channels constitute many
intermediate full nodes helping relay traffic.

Fig. 9 depicts the OICL communication protocol composed
of four stages. Note that the stage before the Bootstrap at the
top of Fig. 9 initiates at the beginning of the whole protocol,

Fig. 9. OICL communication protocol.

indicating that the id of BC is derived in this stage. The BC in
this stage will be empty until stage 1 brings LI in. First, in the
bootstrap stage, Botmaster initiates a channel identified by a
channel ID (hardcoded in the binary execution file in advance
for infecting a computer and then turning it into a bot), namely,
the BC, with LI putting in. LI has the full node information
and basic commands. The full node information consists of
the IP address and port number of the full nodes selected
by Algorithm 1, And basic commands consist of requiring a
description of the bot’s CPU details, and those actions that do
not need feedback such as DDoS. LI is sent to a full node to
be packed in a transaction and propagated to other full nodes.
After receiving the LI, the full node Botmaster connected to
pack the LI into a valid MAM transaction, which was attached
with a timestamp and a transaction hash, and broadcast it to
all other full nodes on the Internet through Gossip protocol.
This is the process of constructing the BC, the bootstrap stage.
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Then, in the second stage, bots create and record MAM
channels by IDs for uploading data back. The MAM channel
is used for UC in stage 4, with the channel ID as its identifier.
(The MAM was created by the bots, not Botmaster. Do not
confound it with BC’s ID in stage 1.) Once the bots that listen
to the BC channel have obtained the LI, they will send their
CPU information, public address, seed, and UC channel ID
back to the Botmaster, in the form of cyphered transactions
with the full node it connecting to as the transaction’s tag.
The encryption key used to cipher the feedback is Botmaster’s
public key, which is hardcoded in the binary execution, guar-
anteeing that bots cannot decipher each other’s data. This stage
is called “phoning home.”

In the third stage, Botmaster will search the phoning home
information that bots have sent in stage 2 with the full nodes’
name as a tag, decrypt them with his private key, and then store
the UC’s information locally. Thereafter, he uses the hash of
the bot’s seed as a transaction tag to dispatch commands and
verifiable delay function (VDF) rounds (which is PoH related,
the next section introduces its detail) required to execute on
the bot, and listens to the UC to receive data and execution
results of the commands as well as VDF proofs. These com-
mands are particular to the bots that need to transmit data
back, such as those sending screenshots or files back, list-
ing file directories, VDF proofs, and so on. As an optional
optimization, Botmaster can distribute commands to the target
bot by sending transactions with data ciphered by the bot’s
seed.

In the final stage, bots put their data and execution results
of commands derived from the Botmaster in the UC at the last
stage with the VDF proof. Then, the Botmaster listens on the
other side of the UC can obtain data and use the VDF proof
to check whether the bot is honest or not.

2) BC Generating Algorithm: The BC generating algo-
rithm listed in Algorithm 1 constructs a BC through which
the set of full nodes can be connected by bots.

This algorithm applies to the first step for a new recruit
bot to connect to the botnet. The BC is incorruptible and
immune to spam attacks provided that the ownership of the
MAM’s seed is under the control of Botmaster. The BC
is also sheltered by CDB as shown in Table III. In other
words, it is highly trustworthy for disseminating LIs issued by
Botmaster.

As Algorithm 1 shows, in fact, a full node enumerator
begins with a node’s neighboring nodes (this node is hard-
coded in the binary executions), puts them into the channel,
then enumerates their neighbors and their neighbors’ neigh-
bors, and repeats this process to find as many full nodes as
it can. Although CDB protects the full nodes from being shut
down or handed over to the adversary, we still believe that
the increasing storage of full nodes’ information can make
the OICL strong if in the worst case that some full nodes get
offline somehow. Another reason why Algorithm 1 enumer-
ates as many full nodes as possible is that the more full nodes
the OICL gets, the more CDB it binds to. The bots of OICL
can connect to these full nodes with no hindrance. One of the
simple ways to destroy the botnet is to take down these full
nodes that Algorithm 1 obtains and the more full nodes get
offline, the more damage the DLT sustains.

Algorithm 1 Constructing of the BC
Input:

1: portal: The bootstrap server of IOTA’s Tangle;
2: publickKey: The public key of Botmaster;
3: channelID: Used for publishing full nodes IP addresses;

This is a MAM channel created by Botmaster in advance
(Before Bootstrap). The channelID is hardcoded in the
binary execution;

4: Node: An instance of a full node in Tangle;
5: interval: The original time duration for proof of honest.

Technically, it is VDF rounds.
6: command: The initial commands that Botmaster dis-

patched to bots, including those commands requiring no
feedback such as executing DDoS task or mail spam;

Output:
7: fullNodes[]: The list of neighboring full nodes;
8: Initialize portal to a IOTA’s Full node;
9: iota = connect(portal)// Connect to the portal then obtain

a connection instance iota
10: Use the instance Iota to get the full node’s neighboring

full node sneighbor Address = Iota.getNeighbors()
11: while TRUE do
12: // Connect to the portal then obtain a connection

instance iota
13: for I in neighbor Address[] do
14: connect to I to obtain a connection instances node

← connect(i)
15: Broadcast full node’s information, DDoS/basic com-

mands, and VDF time interval into the chan-
nel Iota.publishToChannel(channelID,node, interval,
command)

16: Add this full node to output fullNodes[]
17: end for
18: Empty the neighbor Address set.
19: Find neighbor’s neighboring nodes
20: for j in fullNodes do
21: Add j’s neighbors into neighbor Address
22: end for
23: Remove all the duplicated elements;
24: end while

3) UC Algorithm and Bot’s Phoning Home: After
bootstrapping, a bot will connect to one of the full nodes
derived in BC, and those bots applied for DDoS or mail spam
are ready to begin their sortie. So, the BC alone is enough
for these bots. However, those who need to upload data must
find a way to transfer it back to Botmaster, and they can do
this by sending a transaction that contains the seed as its
identifier as well as the ChannelID to use the channel. Then
all the stuff is encrypted by the public key of the Botmaster,
making these transactions mutually confidential among bots.
So, if a bot falls into the adversary’s hands, the data sent by
other bots in transactions will be unreadable to the adversary.

Through searching specific transactions with full nodes’
names as tags (IOTA’s Tangle has provided a set of APIs to
filter and find transactions with parameters of a transaction as
searching keys, such as addresses and tags), the Botmaster can
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Algorithm 2 Phoning Home and UC Construction
Input:

1: publickKey: The public key of Botmaster; it is hardcoded
in the binary execution;

2: channelKey: The encryption key of the channel that makes
the channel private and encrypted. It can be derived from
the seed’s hash;

3: Privilege: The privilege of the Channel will be private
here;

4: seed: The seed of the bot, used to generate MAM Channel
and Address;

5: Address: The address of the bot on Tangle, generated by
6: seed:;
7: CPUinfo: The processor information of the bot;

Output:
8: channelID: The ID of the private channel on Tangle used

byBotmaster to receive data uploaded by a bot;
9: content: The content of transactions constituted by seed,

Address,channelID, CPUinfo, and publicKey;
10: channelKey: used as encryption key for private channel;
11: tag: the tag of transactions sent by the bot to inform the

Botmaster about its existence. It can be used by Botmaster
as a filter to search specific transactions. Therefore, it must
be known to Botmaster in advance like the names of the
full nodes put into the BC;

12: Initialize:
the tag tag as the name of the full node it connecting to

13: Obtain the full node’s name that the bot is connecting to
FullNodeName:= GetNodeName() ;

14: Use the name as the tag of the transaction tag :=
FullNodeName

15: Set the privilege of the channel to private Privilege:=
private

16: Get the hash of the bot’s seed, then use it to encrypt the
channel in the next step channelKey:= Hash(seed)

17: Create the encrypted channel, then get the id as
the identifier of the channelchannelID:= MAMCreate
(seed,privilege,channelKey)

18: Encrypt the bot’s seed, address, channelID
and CPUinfo as the content for the phoning
home transaction with Botmaster’s public key
hardcoded in binary execution content :=
encrypt(seed,Address,channelID,CPUinfo,publicKey)

19: Pack the content into a transaction then send it to
a full node with which the bot is interacting. And
the address that the transaction was sent to matters
not since Botmaster only needs the tag to find the
transaction.transaction := MakeTransaction(tag,content)

20: SendTransaction(transaction )

obtain the reverse-connecting bot’s seed and address readily
and decrypt them as well as the CPUInfo (in cipher) that they
sent back with his private key.

In addition, when a bot needs to upload big files or huge
amounts of data, the MAM that the UC leveraged is not
qualified for the task as MAM is designed for message

queuing telemetry transport (MQTT), not for big file transmis-
sion. Thus, we introduce the decentralized storage solution,
such as Swarm [46] or IPFS [47] as an enhancement for
big file uploading. Designed to be versatile, the OICL inte-
grates the Swarm as a big file-uploading enhancement since
Swarm has a stronger anti-censorship stance than IPFS does.
It incentivizes content-agnostic collective storage (block prop-
agation/distribution scheme), implementing plausible deniabil-
ity with implausible accountability through a combination of
obfuscation and double masking.

On Swarm, each file uploaded will generate a hash as its
identifier. A bot merely needs to send the Swarm hash to
Botmaster via UC instead of directly putting the big file into
it. After the enhancement, compared with other DLT-based
botnet implementations like [30] and [31], OICL has a greater
ability to accelerate the speed of big file uploading.

4) Specialty Commands Dispatch Channel: After the
upstream conduits are accomplished, Bots that have digi-
tal assets raiding tasks are ready to receive peculiar orders
assigned by Botmaster, such as confidential theft, screenshots,
audio/video recording, file uploading, ransom, etc. Given the
seeds and addresses of the bots and details of the complete
nodes they are connected to, Botmaster is able to assign com-
mands via transactions tagged with this information. Callbacks
can be registered by bots to subscribe to these tagged transac-
tions by bots to follow Botmaster’s further instructions. Due
to the fact that the seeds are ciphered by the public key
of Botmaster in stage 2, the adversary is not authorized to
decrypt these ciphers, thus securing the privacy of the bot’s
data. Consequently, these tagged transactions can be consid-
ered invisible to the adversary. The SCDC is quarantined from
corruption by the adversary. The flow of achieving this channel
is illustrated by Algorithm 3.

As Algorithm 3 demonstrated, the commands within the
dispatching transaction are encrypted with the bot’s seed as
the symmetric encryption key, since the seed is only accessi-
ble to the bot itself and Botmaster, the content in SCDC will
remain confidential. Besides, in order to receive data uploaded
by bots, Botmaster listens to the UC in Algorithm 2 marked
with channelID and channel Key derived in stage 2. Bots can
simply use their seed’s hashes as tags to find SCDC transac-
tions and decrypt them with their seed as key while protecting
it from compromising secrecy.

C. Proof of Honest

PoH is a novel scheme we propose to check whether a bot
is controlled by the adversary and promote the robustness of
OICL. Its processes are depicted in Fig. 10. In order to hijack
a device to become a bot, the Botmaster will first need to
deliver the bot’s payloads to the target. Depending on whether
the target device is controlled by the adversary, after becoming
a bot, the target can be defined as follows.

1) Honeypots and Sensors: The targets may be controlled
by the adversary who waits to analyze the botnet’s traffic
by letting them be hijacked on purpose. These trap-
like targets are called honeypots or sensors. Sensors
are spy nodes that collect all available intelligence,
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Algorithm 3 Constructing of the SCDC
Input:

1: Privatekey: owned by Botmaster used to decrypt data sent
back by bots;

2: commands:a set of orders Botmaster needs to sendtobots;
3: vdfrounds: The round parameter of VDF’s eval function,

pre-selected by Botmaster;
4: FullNodeNames: The name of full node obtained in algo-

rithm 1, used as searching key to obtain bot’s phoning
home transactions;

5: Address:bot’s address on Tangle, has been sent back in
stage 2;

6: tag: search key of SCDC transaction used by bot to find
Botmaster’s commands. And it can be derived by the hash
of the seed of the bot;

7: data: data of the transactions sent by the targeted bot in
phoning home, including CPU information, bot’s seed and
address, as well as id of UC;

Output:
8: seed: bot’s seed sent back in its phoning home transaction;
9: address: bot’s address sent back in its phoning home

transaction;
10: channelKey: The encryption key of the UC that makes

the channel private. It is obtained by Botmaster in the
phoning home stage. The bot can use its seed as the UC’s
encryption key;

11: channelID: The ID of UCof the bot used for sending data
back to Botmaster;

12: Initialize:
tag_n for n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} in FullNodeNames

13: The phoning home transaction was tagged with the full
node name of the bot. Find it with withFullNodeNameas
search key transaction := findTransaction(tagn)

14: Get contentfrom the transaction then decrypt it with
Botmaster’s privte key data := getAndDecryptContentOf-
Transaction( transaction,privatekey );

15: Obtain the seed of the bot from data and hash it to get the
UC encryption key seed := getSeed(data), channelKey :=
Hash(seed)

16: Find the UC’s id in data channelID := getChannelID(data)

17: Listen to the UC channel to wait for the bot to
send data (VDF proof and time consumed, files,
results of command executions, and others) back
MAMListen(channelID,channelKey)

18: Get the bot’s address on Tangle and its CPU data Address
:= getAddress(address),CPUInfo := getCPUInfo(data)

19: Encrypt and pack the commands and VDF rounds with the
bot’s seed into a transaction, and send it to the targeted bot.
And the address that the transaction was sent to matters
not since the bot only needs the tag to find the transaction.

based on which the botnet can be subverted via various
approaches such as executing sinkholing attacks, and NL
poisoning [48]. They infiltrate and monitor the botnet by
camouflaging themselves as benign bots except for some

Fig. 10. Working flow of PoH.

hostile characteristics, such as a) sensors do not execute
any Botmaster’s commands; b) most sensors block all
outbound botnet traffic; and c) some smart sensors send
falsified or trash data back to Botmaster for protecting
themselves from exposure. Based on the fact that the
adversaries such as law enforcement officials are bound
by legal, ethical, and technical constraints such that sen-
sors dispatched should not participate in any action nor
send any data as digital trophies back to the Botmaster,
thus a)–c) can be conducted.

2) Nexuses: In view of network topology, there is a situ-
ation in which a large number of bots connect to the
botnet via a single full node of the DLT. In this case,
the full node with a great many bots connecting to is
called the nexus node for OICL. Although the collateral
damage to the DLT will be great if the adversary decides
to shut down these nexuses, all the bots connecting to it
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will lose contact with the botnet. As a countermeasure,
we propose a novel scheme called PoH. PoH can: a) dis-
cern whether a bot is in a sensor or honeypot deployed
by the adversary for intelligence probing and b) disperse
the bots across the full nodes obtained by Algorithm 1,
lest they all converge to a single full node of the DLT.
In brief, PoH is a polygraph mechanism that separates
sensors/honeypots from normal bots thus promoting the
robustness of the botnet.

1) Honeypot and Sensor Detecting: It is a challenge
for Botmaster to identify sensors and honeypots. Previous
approach [48] leveraged the difference of the clustering coef-
ficient (CC) for the NL between bots and sensors/honeypots.
However, in OICL, due to the elimination of the NL, all the
detecting plans depending on the NL fail. Conclusively, we
argue and believe that rather than designing a complicated
detecting scheme based on graph theory or a reputation system
to assess the loyalty of a bot, grasping the very essential dis-
crepancy between bots and sensors/honeypots is the key to
distinguishing them. The discrepancy is that the sensors and
honeypots do not participate in botnet activity or send truth-
ful and credible information back to Botmaster. Thereby, the
difficulty now shifts to how to identify if the data sent back is
treacherous. We propose a honeypot detecting scheme to judge
whether the basic information (CPUInfo) sent back is true or
not. Based on the fact that different CPUs have different com-
putation powers, we leverage the verifiable computing issue
in the VDF [49], [50] to confirm the validity of the CPUInfo
sent by a bot.

The VDF is an important tool used for adding delay
in decentralized applications. A VDF satisfies three proper-
ties, which are prescribed evaluation time, sequentiality, and
uniqueness [51] such that a credible timer can use VDF as its
cornerstone. Basically, it is a function f : t→ proof that takes
a prescribed time to compute, even on a parallel computer.
However, once computed, the output can be quickly verified by
anyone. Moreover, every input x must have a unique valid out-
put y. Among two existing VDF algorithms [52], [53] and their
implementation [54], we evaluated both to figure out which
one is more appropriate for our scheme. Through comparing
the two implementations, in a range of 0 to 500 000 of the
time round t, we found that the larger t is, the bigger the size
of the proof will be in [53] (linearly increased), whereas in
[52], the size of the VDF proof is a constant value.

This indicates that [52] is more space and bandwidth-saving,
thus making it our adoption. In OICL, the simplified flow of
the polygraph is as follows.

1) VDF_eval(t)→ (proof) takes time rounds t (designated
by the Botmaster) and outputs a proof.

2) VDF_verify(proof,t) → {True,False} outputs True if
proof is the correct evaluation of t.

The prover, namely, the bot proving its loyalty to the
Botmaster, is required to execute VDF_eval(t), and then pro-
vide its output y as time proof for the verifier, the Botmaster,
to check out whether it is valid or not (parameter t is con-
signed by Botmaster, and can be adjusted). Another vital strait
of VDF is that the time entailed to solve the puzzle varies
in different CPU types since different CPUs have different

computing power. Consequently, Botmaster can demand the
details of a bot’s processor when its upload channel is set up.
Then via comparing the elapsed time the bot provided with
that it should have consumed for its alleged specific CPU type,
Botmaster can adjudicate if a bot is a perfidious node or not.

By leveraging the verifiable computing issue of VDF, based
on the fact that the time consumed in executing VDF_eval()
on different CPUs varies, through experiments, a dictionary
for polygraph is provided.

After receiving the elapsed time spent for executing the
VDF_eval for specific rounds from a bot, By querying the
polygraph dictionary Table IV, the Botmaster is able to find
out whether the CPUInfo in Algorithm 2 is true or not. For
example, assuming that a bot, as a prover, claims that its CPU
type is “Intel Core i7-9700” in the phoning home stage. Then,
the Botmaster designates t as the VDF_eval rounds, sends it
to the bot, and waits for the response, which is composed of
a VDF proof for VDF_verify and a time parameter that the
bot has spent in executing the VDF_eval. Using the CPU type
and VDF round parameter t to query the polygraph dictionary,
then by comparing the time sent back with the predetermined
time in the dictionary, the Botmaster can tell if the bot lies to
him. In addition, the Botmaster can use t as a timer for heart-
beat detection. In brief, the Honeypot and Sensor Detecting
scheme interrogates bots on three trials.

1) Send heartbeat message back to the Botmaster or
considered to be an adversary’s sensor.

2) Send valid VDF proofs to Botmaster or convicted of
espionage.

3) Prove that their CPU information sent back is not forged
according to the time of rounds consumed by running
VDF or condemned to be a spy.

Conclusively, either the proof or its CPU information was
phony or the bot simply provisions nothing, then it would
be regarded as a treacherous node serving the adversary with
high possibility. A bot may try to send messages back but
keep losing its data packets in poor network conditions when
it is interacting with Botmaster, performing very much like
a sensor. In this scenario, giving it specific commands is
unnecessary as it merely is a waste of Botmaster’s network
resources. Thus, these kinds of nodes can be seen as sensors
in the view of Botmaster. Then abrogation of listening to their
uploading channel and allotting them no further orders are
reasonable measures.

2) Bots Dispersing: An excess of bots crowded on a single
full node undermines the robustness of the botnet since the
adversary can sever them off the botnet by simply snuffing out
the full nodes. In this situation, Although switching to another
full node is always allowed, the perturbation of bots’ losing
contact is unavoidable. Thus, we provide a scheme based on
verifiable random function (VRF) [55] to make bots evenly
distributed to all the full nodes enumerated by Algorithm 1.
In OICL, the simplified flow of the scheme is as follows.

1) VRF_proof(skbot,t)→ (rn,pvrf ) takes an input t (des-
ignated by the Botmaster) and bot’s private key, and
outputs a random number rn and proof pvrf.

2) VRF_verify(rn,pvrf ) → {true,false} outputs true if rn
and pvrf is the correct evaluation of the VRF on input t.
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TABLE IV
POLYGRAPH DICTIONARY

The prover, namely, the bot, is required to execute VRF_-
proof, and then use its output rn and pvrf to randomly pick a
full node i obtained by Algorithm 1 and connect to it to require
the basic information fni of the full node. To be specific, fni is
a tuple of multiple elements that provide the current status of
the full node, such as its clock time, the number of transactions
it processed, the number of its neighbors, its version, and its
IP address. Once the bot has connected to the full node and
fni is obtained, it sends them to the Botmaster. As a verifier,
the Botmaster checks out whether they are valid or not by:

1) use VRF_verify to check whether pvrf and rn are valid;
2) connect to the full node i that the bot selected and obtain

its information fn′i;
3) check out if fni is equal to fn′i.
After integrated with Honeypot & Sensor Detecting and

Bots Dispersing, PoH operates as follows:
The whole progress of PoH spans stage 2 to stage 4 of

the OICL protocol. First, the bot that serves as the prover
sends its seed as a unique identification to Botmaster. Then
after receiving the seed, the Botmaster chooses the time-round
parameter t, and sends it to the bot. The bot uses it to exe-
cute 1) the VDF evaluation to obtain the VDF proof pvdf, and
records the time consumed tc in evaluating and 2) the VRF
evaluation to generate a random number rn and a VRF proof
pvrf that proves the number obtained is really randomly gen-
erated. Then, the bot uses rn to randomly choose a full node
i enumerated by Algorithm 1 to connect to and obtain the full
node’s information fni. When pvdf, tc, pvrf, rn, fni is success-
fully obtained, the bot sends them back to the Botmaster to
prove its loyalty. The Botmaster then launches the PoH check,
taking these arguments to scrutinize the bot’s faithfulness.
Thereby, the PoH can be utilized to implement a heartbeat
test that requires bots to send responses back at intervals to
prove their liveness and loyalty to Botmaster. There are four
criteria to condemn the bot to commit espionage.

1) pvdf or pvrf is not validating.
2) The bot sends nothing back.
3) The evaluating time parameter tc does not match the

time of the bot’s CPU type.
4) fni does not match the Botmaster’s fn′i.
In the progress of uploading data via UC in stage 4 of Fig. 9,

bots are required to send PoH proofs and time as heartbeat
packets at regular intervals, which can be adjusted dynamically
on Botmaster’s will. The purposes of this time-based heartbeat
testing component are as follows.

1) To examine the bots if they do as the Botmaster demands
faithfully.

2) To adjudicate those bots that misstate their computing
power as espionage.

Algorithm 4 PoH Proofs Generation
Input:

1: channelKey: The encryption key of the channel that makes
the channel private. It is derived from the seed’s hash;

2: channelID: The ID of the UC used for sending data back
to the Botmaster;

3: data: The data bot needs to upload;
4: t: The time parameter t designated by the Botmaster for

the execution of VDF_eval() and VRF_proof();
5: tc: The time duration consumed by bots executing eval

function of VDF, varying in CPU types;
6: command: orders received from Botmaster via algo-

rithm 4;
Output:

7: pvdf : VDF’s time proof;
8: data The results of the commands execution;
9: proofs: A tuple of encrypted elements including proofs

of VRF and VDF and the result of the execution of the
commands;

10: Initialize:
11: Execute the VDF_eval with required rounds ( pvdf ,tc ) :=

VDF_eval(t);
12: Execute the VRF_proof with t and the bot’s private key

skbot (pvrf ,rn) := VRF_proof(skbot,t)
13: Use rn to select a full node to connect to fni :=

connectAndGetInformation(rn);
14: Encrypt the pvdf , tc, pvrf , rn and fni with

bot’s seed, obtain the proofs proofs :=
encrypted(pvdf ,data,tc,pvrf ,rn,fni,channelKey)

15: Put the proofs into the UC channel publishToChan-
nel(channelID,proofs)

3) To give Botmaster some leeway to save bandwidth and
computing resources when many bots attempt to send
data simultaneously back and further elevate the defense
against potential spams.

The PoH scheme requires a prover, in the context, a bot,
and a verifier (the Botmaster), to cooperate in the process
that a prescribed time interval designated and delivered by
the Botmaster to bots via the BC. After receiving the PoH
proofs, he can check them to verify if the bot is faithful or not.
Algorithm 4 is used by the bot to prove itself to be trustwor-
thy and Algorithm 5 is for Botmaster’s use in a prosecutor’s
manner.

Bots in the OICL run Algorithm 4 to generate the PoH
proofs to be verified, and connect to a selected full node of the
DLT. When the Botmaster receives the PoH proofs through our
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Algorithm 5 PoH Proof Checkout
Input:
1: privateKey: The private key of Botmaster;
2: channelKey: The encryption key of the channel that makes the channel

private. It can be derived from bot’s seed, received in Algorithm 2;
3: channelID: The ID of the UC of the bot, received in Algorithm 2;
4: tc: The Executing time of VDF_eval() Rounds t that bots send back);
5: CPUInfo: The information of the processor of the bot’s. This was received

in a transaction assembled in Algorithm 2 issued by the bot with seed
and address of the it when it phones home;

6: CPUList: This is a database recording a bunch of types of processors.
The entry of it is the time interval that a specific CPU needs to take to
solve the time puzzle (t rounds) of VDF_eval();

7: comprativeTimeDuration this value is known by Botmaster in advance,
derived by searching in CPUList with CPUInfo as the key;

Output:
8: proofs: encrypted PoH proofs bot sent back, including the result of the

command execution;
9: decision: a Boolean value (true or false) derived from the proof check

adjudicates whether the bot has executed the PoH faithfully. “True” repre-
sents that the prover is an actual bot, while “false” means that the prover
is unreliable;

10: Initialize:
11: Get data from the bot’s UC data = ucdata := listenToUCChan-

nel(channelID, channelKey)
12: Unpack the data and obtain proofs, the result of command execution

and time interval of executing VDF_eval. (pvdf ,data,tc,pvrf ,rn,fni) :=
getProofAndInterval(ucdata)

13: Check whether the pvdf is validate or not decision := VDF_-
verify(pvdf ,t);

14: if decision == True then
15: Check whether the pvrf and rn are validate or not decision := VRF_-

verify(pvrf ,rn);
16: end if
17: if decision == True then
18: Check whether the fni is validate or not fn′i :=

connectAndGetInformation(rn); decision := fn′i == fni
19: end if
20: if decision == True then
21: if the proof passes the checkout, then further check whether its CPU

type complies with the table’s entry possessed by Botmastercpuinfo
:= getCPUInfo(data )

22: compares the VDF execution time committed by this type of CPU, in
order to find out if the bot had sent fake CPU information. If so, it is
considered to be espionaget′c := CPUList .find(CPUInfo, t) decision
:= t′c == tc

23: end if
24: if decision == True then
25: The bot is an actual bot. The Botmaster can communicate with it

without fear.
26: else
27: The bot is treacherous, disconnect from its UC and send no more

commands to it via SCDC lest it collects further intelligence from the
botnet Disconnect(channelID,channelKey)

28: end if

designed communication protocol, he launches Algorithm 5 to
verify the proofs, assessing the loyalty of the bot.

V. EFFICACY AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, the efficacy and performance of our botnet
design are evaluated and proved via experiments and discus-
sion. Researches like [30], [31], [34], [36], and [56] are the
most representative since they are all Bitcoin based botnets,
and thus, we use them as baselines in this section.

A. Efficacy of Full Node Enumeration

First, the effectiveness of Algorithm 1, namely, the BC, was
examined, and part of the full nodes enumerated is listed in

TABLE V
FULL NODES ENUMERATED BY ALGORITHM 1

Table V. Most of these nodes are maintained by blockchain
communities, foundations, and enterprises, constituting the
backbone of the DLT and its applications. Thus, they are resi-
dents online and under heavy protection in that it is difficult to
bring them down. Due to the fact that the more nodes obtained,
the more robust our proposal is (because we can switch to
other nodes to resume the OICL if the one we currently con-
nect to is down), Algorithm 1 discovers as many nodes as
possible. The entries listed in Table V provide the efficacy
of the algorithm. As Table V shows, when we discover these
nodes, some additional information is also obtained such as
the port number used, the node’s version, whether remote PoW
is needed or not, SSL support, and the neighboring number of
the node.

B. Response Time Comparison of OICL and the Baseline

To construct a large-scale botnet, the response time is the
headfirst factor affecting the communication of the Botnet in
the way of response time. Hereby, to examine the response
time of our proposal, we distributed our bots to different con-
tinents, which are Europe, Southeast Asia, and North America,
and put Botmaster to these places to test the latency between
them, respectively (and pinned the location of the full node
to Germany, because most of the full nodes of the DLT are
in Europe). We define a bot’s response time as the time
period from when the Botmaster issues an instruction and it
is successfully received by the bot over the DLT’s network.
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TABLE VI
EXPERIMENT RESULTS OF A BOT’S FETCHING INSTRUCTIONS AND THE GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATIONS OF THE BOT AND THE FULL NODE

TABLE VII
EXPERIMENT RESULTS OF THE BOTMASTER’S PUBLISHING INSTRUCTIONS AND THE GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATIONS OF THE BOT AND THE FULL NODE

Fig. 11. Latency for data fetching and publishing on three locations.

The detail of the parameters of the experiment is listed in
Tables VI and VII, and the result is depicted in Fig. 15.

The whole set of experiments is divided into two groups.
In the first group, we measured the time period from the time
when Botmaster issued a command to it being successfully
published on Tangle (meaning that bots can obtain it) in three
locations, respectively. The latency of the bot’s fetching com-
mands is also examined in these three places in the second
group and each test within the two groups listed in the table
was committed 100 times. The response time, referring to how
fast commands or data can be brought from Botmaster to the
bot (and vice versa), of three locations are rendered in Fig. 11
by its horizontal and vertical axis.

In Fig. 11, since the full node’s location is constant
(Germany), it stays on the right side of the three arrows in the
cutline upper left of the figure. The positions of the Botmaster
and bots are volatile, whose value ranges are U.S., Singapore,
and Germany. So, they are arrayed on the left side of the three
arrows in the cutline.

As we can see from Figs. 11 and 12, the latency is the short-
est when both Botmaster and bots are in Germany, in which the
full node was located. And it is the medium in the U.S. and the

Fig. 12. Comparison of a cumulative probability distribution of bot response
time between OICL and the baseline (ZombieCoin2.0).

longest in Singapore since the geographical distance between
Singapore and Germany is the longest compared with the other
two. Actually, the experiment of Singapore–Singapore is an
extreme situation in which both bot and Botmaster are in the
same place where they are far away from the full node they
are connecting to. Thereby the response time can be dras-
tically reduced if they choose a nearby full node to link to.
Therefore, Botmaster can assign a specific full node to a bot to
interact with via the SCDC. Also, we compared our proposal
with ZombieCoin2.0, our baseline, and as Fig. 12 shows, the
result of the experiment in Germany (Botmaster, bot, and full
node are all in one nation) is much better than the baseline.
Another advantage of our proposal that the baseline fails to
have is that the outliers of response time in ours are not too
far away from the main bulk, whereas they are 100–260 s in
the baseline (the longest instance is 8 s in our proposal by
adding up publishing time and fetching time in Singapore).

It is obvious that the total distance between the bot,
Botmaster, and full node plays as the main factor affecting
the latency of communication, thereby making the selection
of the full nodes enumerated by Algorithm 1 vital from the
view of Botmaster. The closer, the faster (and the less num-
ber of outliers). So, we recommended that Botmaster should
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Fig. 13. Cost comparison of the data (in different sizes) transferred by a bot
on the Bitcoin-based botnet and the OICL.

Fig. 14. Time cost comparison of the data (in different sizes) transferred by
a bot on the baseline and the OICL (with and without the big file uploading
enhancement).

proactively choose those full nodes as near as possible to the
location of the bots or his in order to make the bots respond
to his commands as quickly as they can, thereby keeping his
bots on an even keel.

C. Cost Comparison

1) Economic Cost Comparison: In the experiences of cost
comparison, the baselines are [30], [31], [34], [36], [37], and
[56] which are all Bitcoin-based botnets. Thus, we refer to
them as the baseline in this section. The cost of deploying the
botnet on these implementations and the OICL is evaluated and
compared in Fig. 13. The latency comparison of transferring
data in multiple sizes is shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 13 illustrates the cost of a bot sending data in multiple
sizes in dollars on the Bitcoin-based baselines and the OICL.
Benefiting from zero transaction fees, sending data on the
OICL is free of charge compared with the baselines. The
reason why sending large data is so expensive on the Bitcoin-
based baseline can be found in

CBTC = n · �x/40� · f . (1)

In (1), n means the number of bots in the botnet that can
be considered as the scale of it. And x represents the total
size of the data needed to upload per day by a bot. And f is
the average transaction fee in dollars on the Bitcoin network

Fig. 15. Time comparison between upload enhanced and not enhanced.

(by the time of writing this article, it is U.S. $3.590 per
transaction). Formula (1) demonstrates the fact that deploy-
ing a super-scale botnet on Bitcoin (Ethereum shares similar
results [25] and [26]) is, to a large extent, not affordable for
individual Botmasters.

2) Time Cost Comparison: Since there is no miner in the
OICL, sending a transaction is far faster than other PoW-based
(Bitcoin-based) baselines do. We have evaluated and compared
the time cost of uploading data in multiple sizes in OICL
(with and without the big file uploading enhancement) and
the baseline. The result is rendered in Fig. 14.

As Fig. 14 shows, we have evaluated a bot that uploads
files in 40k, 60k, and 80k bytes on the baselines and on the
OICL with and without the big file uploading enhancement,
respectively. It is obvious that the OICL is far faster in file
uploading than it is on the Bitcoin-based baseline. We also
evaluate the OICL with and without the big file uploading
enhancement, respectively, in 2M, 4M, 6M, and 8M data. The
results are rendered in Fig. 15.

As Fig. 15 displays, after enhancement, the OICL is not
constrained by the capacity of the underlying MAM. The
experiment shows that after upload enhanced, uploading data
in the UC is much faster than not enhanced. Also, it is worth
noting that during experiments on Bitcoin, we perceive that not
just the long latency incurred by low TPS was a nuisance but
also the number of transactions hindered—full nodes would
ban those clients issuing a lot of transactions in a short period
of time from accessing the Bitcoin network for the purpose
of DDoS defense. Thereby, those who equip Bitcoin as a bot-
net’s communication channel will likely end up in lockdown.
In order to solve this problem, a Botmaster will have to set
up his own full node and use it to join the Bitcoin network
which entails the risk of exposing his identity to the adversary
since a full node in the Bitcoin network is supposed to be
discovered.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

A. Thread Model

Unanimously, law enforcement agencies, usually backed by
bureaucracy and national departments, are viewed as the thread
to Botmasters. Thus, we take these entities as adversaries from
the point of view of Botmasters and analyze the abilities they
possess. They are able to:

1) Reclaim DNS Domain and IP address space. With the
influence exerted on ISPs and other network service
providers, the requisition launched by these entities,
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from the point of view of Botmasters, adversaries, for the
digital assets, such as DNS and IP address involved in a
particular cyber incident, used for forensic postmortem
is usually compulsory. When the situation accentuates,
the adversaries can simply ask ISPs to reclaim the DNS
domains or IP possessed by C&C servers of a botnet to
take it down.

2) Require nodes, precisely, all kinds of digital devices
involved in the botnet including those benign devices,
for example, public digital services, such as Twitter,
GitHub, etc., leveraged by Botmaster to help transfer
traffic for the botnet, to shutdown to sabotage the botnet.
This is a kill switch that may incur collateral damage.

3) Scrutinize the domestic network traffic. All the ISP
and urban’s mainframe and backbone networks, even
Metropolitan Area Network, are under their oversight.
That is to say, the data within is at hand for them.

4) Obtain the bot executable binary files readily in which
the details and mechanism are contained. Due to the
fact that one of the goals of a botnet is to infect as
many devices as possible and proliferate rampantly, the
program used for infection is easily obtained.

5) Fully comprehend and grasp the mechanism that a
bot joins the botnet and communicates with its neigh-
bors and Botmaster via dissecting the bot executable
binary files and reverse-engineering them. That is to say,
any existing crypto keys and hardcoded DNS domains
and IPs will be harvested, neutralizing any symmet-
ric encryption-based communication. Furthermore, they
can artifact and customize the executable as in part the
functionality as the original version has into sensor or
crawler nodes that deployed to gather intelligence of bot-
nets such as to evaluate the size of the target botnet and
attempt to pollute it [20].

6) Infiltrate and lurk in the botnet to gather intelligence
such as NLs of bots in the vicinity and commands of
Botmaster relayed.

7) Sinkhole traffic of C&C server. Sinkholing is a tac-
tic used by security professionals to redirect malicious
botnet traffic into a reservoir under control where it is
analyzed and weaponized against the malicious bot or
botnet activity.

8) Identify botnets and distinguish between those network
traffic generated by bots and other benign devices
with miscellaneous algorithms vary from data feature
mining and analyzing to various machine learning mod-
els, such as data packet periodic features demonstrated
by anomaly degree [57], combination of unsupervised
classification and clustering algorithms [58], multilayer
neural networks [15], [59], [60], [61], [62], and even
voting system [2]. This ability of differentiation between
the moderate and the malicious nodes they possessed is
not omnipotent, though, mighty.

9) Attempt to set up sorties, including index poisoning [63],
peer list pollution, and Sybil attacks [64], into a botnet
in order to undermine it as severely as possible.

10) Spam any channel writeable. If any communication
channel was confirmed to be writable, for instance, those

tunnels for bots’ upstream and phoning home, then the
adversary has the ability to tram as large size of trash
data as the capacity of these tunnels has to jam the
communication of the botnet. However, the messages
of other bots that are not controlled by the adversary
will not be corrupted or forged.

B. Spam and DDOS Protection

Due to the elimination of transaction fees, sending trans-
actions in IOTA’s Tangle is totally free of charge, meaning
that the adversary might attempt to curtail the bot’s phoning
home process by spamming it with a huge ream of transac-
tions holding garbage data within, confounding the Botmaster
by depleting his network resources on receiving invalid trans-
actions, also outnumbering the normal benign bot’s phoning
home transactions. But IOTA’s Tangle has its rate control
mechanism scotching spams inherently. Although there are no
miners in Tangle, participants still need to solve hash puzzles
when they issue transactions. However, compared with bitcoin,
the PoW in Tangle is much easier and the power consumed
for computing the hash puzzle is far less small. Besides, the
difficulty of the hash puzzle is adjustable. This work can have
different degrees of difficulty where the actual required com-
putation time is exponential with the difficulty level: it triples
with every step in the IOTA protocol [65] as the formula below
shows

dn(t) = d0 + 	γ · rn(t)
. (2)

d0 represents the base difficulty of the PoW and rn(t) rep-
resents the number of transactions issued by node n in a
time interval and γ is the adaption rate parameter having a
range of zero to one. At time t , for the purpose of sending
transactions node n must perform PoW with difficulty dn(t)
such that if it tries to emit a large number of transactions in
a short period of time to jam the network, the difficulty of
PoW will increase exponentially, thus making the spam attack
contained.

C. Collateral Damage Binding

The notion of CDB we proposed helps prove why a parasite
botnet is more secure and robust than an autarky one. Also,
it serves as a protection mechanism improving the resilience
of the OICL when it faces some countermeasures adversaries
resort to taking to cause damage such as sinkholing, conspiring
with ISP to reclaim the DNS domain, and censorship.

The concept of CDB is derived from the parasite kind of
botnet such as Storm [18], which was attached to such exist-
ing network services or protocols like ED2K, to obfuscate
their communication traffic with the normal traffic flowing
on the premises they attached to. Although this strategy may
introduce obstacles to muddy the waters when an adversary
analyses the botnet’s data stream, it contributes no promo-
tion to the stamina of the botnet. That is to say, after the
adversary finds out the C&C server, the whole framework will
be at risk of being torn apart. Therefore, we have extended
the concept of parasitizing, tapped the potential for it, and
endowed it with mighty resistance to hold the adversary
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at bay. Formally, when taking action to destroy a botnet
can also cause damage to the benign digital service (the
host) the botnet parasitizing, the CDB can be considered
accomplished.

In our botnet architecture, as leveraged on IOTA’s Tangle
(the host), the resilience of OICL is mostly delegated by the
DLT’s full nodes, which not only relay and pack our raw
transactions into formal ones but also do so with other com-
mon transactions, making them the mainstay of the DLT. Due
to the presence of these full nodes, the adversary is almost
impossible to either shut the DLT down or require these full
nodes to stop working. What is more, any kind of act lead-
ing to centralization such as content review and censorship is
not allowed by the DLT inherently as wiping full nodes out
will impair the resilience of DLT per se. Besides, as the last
defense, the broad, or virtually worldwide distribution of these
full nodes also makes the adversary powerless to expropriate
them.

Furthermore, we believe that it is the CDB that keeps the
Bitcoin network everlasting since great amounts of electricity
are consumed by the hashing PoW process to generate the cor-
rect nonce value, making its owners unwill to see the Bitcoin
network being torn down. Thus, it is the prize in the real world
that the DLT participators take forming one of the main fac-
tors that make the DLT so unbreakable. This prize, we name
it the CDB.

The damage in CDB means the loss the DLT bears,
which is undertaken by the DLT itself and the full nodes’
operators (the DLT’s participators). So it can be quanti-
fied in the views of the two. Via combining loss with the
host, the resilience of our parasite botnet will be greatly
elevated.

1) Damage Bound to Tangle’s Full Node Operators: For
participants in the IOTA’s Tangle, there are many benefits
for keeping a full node online, and they can be measured
by a particular unit named mana [66]. A full node can gain
mana by receiving and validating transactions sent from users.
Generally speaking, mana is an incentive mechanism built to
reward those participants who follow the DLT’s rule and slash
those who do not. Mana decays with time so it is easy to lose
but hard to get. Thereby, a full node has to stay online and
keep contributing to the DLT to get mana. If an operator hands
over the full node to the adversary, and ceases contributing to
the DLT, he or she will lose mana rapidly. The mana a full
node Z has at time t, MZ(t) can be rendered by the following
formula:

Mz(t) = Mz(0)e−γ t. (3)

In this formula, MZ(0) is the original mana, proportional to
the specific value in the transaction, generated from processing
transactions, therefore considered as a constant, and represents
the decay rate for mana. As the formula illustrated, the longer
the full node is offline, the more mana the operator will lose.
Apparently, those full nodes that have been operated for a
long time are more unwilling to be shut down, especially the
IOTA’s community-supported nodes being online ever since
the Tangle project began, which can be our binding anchors
hardcoded in the bot’s program.

2) Damage Bound to the Public DLT: Theoretically, in our
design, the botnet would perish only if all the full nodes crum-
bled. That is to say, in this situation, the odds are against, that
the bulk of the DLT has been eradicated. This would barely
happen since not just the decentralization and anti-SPoF trait
of the DLT but also the market capitalization thwarts this reper-
cussion from happening. As of the writing of this article, the
market cap of IOTA’s Tangle surpassed 2.42 billion dollars.
As a result, the invulnerability of our proposal is endorsed by
IOTA’s Tangle itself. Assuming that v presents the incident
that the IOTA’s Tangle is eradicated, and D(v) represents the
damage bore by the DLT. Thus, in (4), D(v) is equivalent to
the market cap [67] of the DLT itself (which is $3 564 683 675
by the time of writing this article). In our use case, DLT is
IOTA’s Tangle

D(v) = cap(DLTiota). (4)

VII. DISCUSSION

In this section, spectrums to enforce OICL from the view
of Botmaster as well as countermeasures by which law
enforcement can conduct against OICL are discussed.

A. Enhancements

In addition to the current components of our proposal, there
are some enhancements we consider as augmentations.

1) IFF: How to further enforce the capability of identi-
fying the adversary’s sensor in the botnet is a critical
problem that once solved the resilience of the botnet
will improve. Sensor detection in a botnet is such a
complicated problem that most botnet implementations
aforementioned in Section II do not have consideration
to achieve it. However, solving it will profit Botmaster
since sensors deployed by the adversary play as the van-
guard in neutralizing the botnet as they gather the very
first-hand intelligence of the targeted botnet via penetrat-
ing it. The key to identifying these cunning espionage
is that their patterns or you can say, behaviors, are dis-
crepant with normal bots because they are designed to
bring the target down rather than becoming its accom-
plice. For instance, they will neither follow Botmaster’s
commands nor upload valuable data back. In our ear-
lier design, we conceptualized some gravely complex
reputation mechanisms to evaluate the credibility of the
bot and assert whether a bot is benign or malicious.
For instance, if a bot’s software environment includes
multiple cybersecurity analysis tools, such as reverse
engineering software, network traffic sniffers, vulnera-
bility scanners, etc., its credibility rank will be degraded
and considered to be a honeypot once its credibility is
lower than a certain threshold. Later, we realized that the
fundamental essence a sensor or honeypot has is that it
will not participate in the botnet’s activities and con-
tribute nothing to the Botmaster. Honeypots or sensors
usually block egress data traffic, making them to some
extent like a blackhole among other normal bots. What
is more, some are smart enough to dodge this stereo-
type pattern by providing forged data for Botmaster.
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Therefore, we decided to abandon the reputation scheme
and design a new scheme, namely, the PoH, to detect
these sensors and examine the authenticity of their data
transferred back. As for those bots that do not upload any
data back, they will be alleged to sensors or honeypots
from the very outset. In addition, how to let bots detect
and kick out the malfunctioning nodes instead of the
Botmaster himself doing so is another interesting issue
that if it is solved the automation of the botnet will be
promoted and resources of the Botmaster saved. Given
the idea of binding botnets to Blockchain, in the future,
there might be implementations that let their bots vote
on Blockchain to decide which bot among them is sus-
pected of being espionage and the voting process does
not need Botmaster to participate.

2) Partition: Botmasters commonly monetize their activi-
ties by partitioning botnets and leasing them as “botnets
for hire.” Partitioning botnets also enables multitasking
and is a good damage control strategy in the case where
part of the network is compromised [30]. The P2P Zeus
botnet had over 200 000 bots, divided into several sub-
botnets, by hardcoding bots with sub-botnet identifiers
prior to deployment [68]. The Storm botnet assigned
unique encryption keys to bots to distribute them into
sub-botnets [69]. In our proposal, all the bots partici-
pating are separated into two groups inherently due to
the communication protocol. One is those having tasks
of DDoS or others that do not need to feed anything
back. The other consisted of those bots that need to
send digital trophies back to Botmaster, such as files,
credentials, etc. Apparently, the partition for two groups
is coarse-grained. In order to give the botnet more flexi-
bility, a Bloom Filter can be introduced to separate bots
into arbitrary groups to satisfy the need for fine-grained
control [30]

3) Stealth: It is noteworthy that there is a taboo Botmasters
are highly recommended not to do: operating a full node
of IOTA’s Tangle and then connecting themselves to
it. Under no circumstances do we encourage Botmaster
to operate his own full nodes on IOTA’s Tangle since
full nodes in most DLTs are public, for they are main-
tainers of them and they usually have fixed domains
or IP addresses on the Internet. Thus, they can be
discovered by others to join the DLT’s network. In
other words, a full node wants to expose itself to
others. Thereby, the risk of running a full node is
self-explanatory. Also, we argue that the existing covert
communication methods like [70] are not fitted for
botnet’s C&C, since for the purpose of recruiting as
many smart devices as possible, the binary execution
used to turn smart equipment into a bot tends to cir-
culate among the Internet. Thereby, there is no doubt
that it will be readily obtained by such adversaries
like researchers of anti-virus software vendors or dig-
ital forensic agencies, governments’ security sectors,
and other defenders of cybersecurity. As a result, the
mechanisms for covert communication within it are
wide open to these researchers, and once it has been

reverse-engineered completely, any subliminal channels,
no matter how deep they lurk, will be no longer covert.
The most important trait of covert communication is
stealth, but in this worst situation (execution binary
is captured by the adversary), there will be no secret
at all in the first place. But trust execution environ-
ment (TEE) implementation, such as software guard
extension (SGX), may shed light on protecting the
secrets within the execution binary. SGX is an isola-
tion mechanism, aiming at protecting code and data
from modification or disclosure even if all privileged
software is malicious [71]. This protection uses special
execution environments, so-called enclaves, which work
on memory areas that are isolated from the operating
system by the hardware. It is very difficult to debug,
reverse engineer, or analyze the executed malware inside
the enclave in any way [71]. Thus, by leveraging SGX,
the covert channel within the binary will remain con-
fidential even if the binary falls into the adversary’s
hands.

B. Mitigations

Although DLT parasitizing botnet derived all the attributes
of its host, there are still some measures [72], [73] defenders
(government and security agencies, we call them the defender
instead of the adversary) can take to undermine it.

1) Collecting information as more as possible of the bot-
net is the prerequisite to uproot it. Although PoH can
authenticate the validity of the CPU information sent
back, it is powerless to find out whether other data is true
or treacherous. Thus, the defender could even exploit
it as camouflage by sending truthful CPU information
while uploading other forged data. In this scenario,
PoH itself may act like a shield for the defender’s
nodes.

2) Law enforcements or governments (defender) can oper-
ate their own full nodes on Tangle’s network, and lure
Botmaster to connect to it. Once Botmaster has linked to
it, all the network connecting data including IP addresses
are available to defenders. This would contribute a lot in
capturing the Botmaster in the real world. But the diffi-
culty is how to trick Botmaster to choose the controlled
full nodes to connect.

3) On most DLTs, the address for sending and receiving
tokens (or messages) are public, thus, once the
Botmaster has sent or received messages his address
will be unveiled, and anyone can browse its history
of transferring data or tokens via Blockchain explorer.
Thereby, defenders can keep an eye on certain sus-
picious addresses and find clues and patterns of their
relationship with other addresses with the aid of Bigdata
analysis then further achieve traceability of Botmaster’s
identification in the real world.

4) Another countermeasure defenders can take is to invoke
operators of full nodes to exclude the transactions made
by those addresses that belong to Botmaster and admon-
ish the operators to stop relaying these transactions.
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Although it sounds plausible in theory, it can only be
considered as the last resort since Botmaster can change
its addresses to nullify it. And the community of the
DLT’s operators is not so easily persuaded.

VIII. CONCLUSION

To summarize, we have described OICL, a new botnet
model leverages public DLT to achieve botnet communication
fully on-chain, and a novel sensor/honeypot detecting scheme,
called PoH, that identifies spy nodes infiltrating into our botnet
and promotes its resilience by reducing bots’ agglomeration.
Also, in security analysis, we introduce the concept of CDB,
CDB in short, a botnet resilience enforcing mechanism that
illustrates why the autarky botnets are weaker than parasite
ones against taking down. Eliminating the overheads of cost
and latency, the OICL can freely use all key strengths of the
DLT it leveraging, such as decentralization, low latency, and
anonymity, and it would be hard to distinguish OICL traffic
between normal traffic on Tangle since OICL uses the same
formatting of transactions for communication as normal Tangle
users do. Besides, without depending on NL that the tradi-
tional P2P botnet relies on, common take-down techniques
such as confiscating suspect Web domains, sinkholing, seiz-
ing C&C servers, or poisoning P2P networks, would not be
effective. Furthermore, the three channels (the BC, UC, and
SCDC) we design enable the Botmaster to readily send and
receive data without worrying about sabotage by the adver-
sary. Performance and efficiency experiments show that OICL
is far more cost-saving and quick-responsive than the baseline.
Also, in the view of botnet taking down, we discuss possible
defense methods against this new kind of botnet. Although
there is no evidence that this new kind of botnet is being put
into use in the wild, we believe it will be added to the bot-
net phylogeny sooner or later and we hope that our work will
prompt further discussions.
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